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The carnival queen was Barbara Moore shown in this 

photo with Serina her daughter. A dance was held which 

was organized by Mr & Mrs Truin and the carnival  

princesses were Kirsty Bates, Joanna Proudlove and 

Gjenja Hildyard. Four showings of the film were                     

necessary to enable everyone to see it and the article 

stated that the film would be held in the parish archive.  

DOES ANYONE KNOW WHERE THIS FILM 

MIGHT BE NOW? It would be wonderful to have a  

copy to show next June. Also it would be good to have 

copies of any of the photos taken at the time. 

 

From the Archives… 

 

IN June next year we will be celebrating the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. In 1977 

there were many celebrations in the village for her Silver Jubilee. In October of 

that year there was a film show at the Village Hall, it showed people leaving All 

Saints’ Church after a service and also the distribution of the mugs to the  

children at the carnival. 

There will be many services of Remembrance in our Benefice during the                

weekend of the 11th November. As always it is hoped that as many as possible 

will gather at the memorial stone on Bury Road to remember Johannes Van               

Mesdag, who died on 6th March 1945. It is hard to imagine now that during the 

war years the skies over our village would have been busy with the noise and           

constant movement of planes.  

Sadly not all the planes made it to their destinations and the photo below shows 

one of the many tragedies that occurred in the war in our village when three           

Polish airmen were killed when their Halifax bomber from Chedburgh crashed in 

a barley field at Lawshall Green in August 1946. I wonder if any family have ever 

visited the village. 

 

Elizabeth Clarke Lawshall Archives Group/Local History Recorder Tel 827275 

www.onesuffolk.co.uk/LawshallArchivesGroup 
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‘From the Archives’   
 

ON Remembrance Sunday people were wondering about the planes that crashed in the village 

during the war so this month I thought I would include a few facts about the USAF B17 that 

crashed on Harrow Field near Pates Corner on 23rd April 1944. 
      

 
Elizabeth Clarke – Lawshall Archives Group/Local History  

Recorder  01284 827275 
www.onesuffolk.co.uk/LawshallArchivesGroup 

 

Only two of the crew of 11 survived, one of who was 

the Tail Gunner Sgt. John F. Cooney. The flight was 

on a practice mission which began with a very  

difficult take off from Alconbury.  
 

During the flight the pilot had difficulty holding the 

plane in position. After two hours the plane was on 

fire and out of control and John bailed out at about 

two thousand feet and he watched the plane in a tight 

spiral and then the tail disintegrated.  
 

The other survivor was Sgt Harry P. Sonnet. We have 

very close connections with the family of the Dutch 

Pilot who died in our village so I am wondering if 

there are any members of the family of the crew of 

this plane that we could contact. If any of you would 

like to help with some research I have documents that 

will probably help to establish links with the family.  
 

I am very happy to share the documents that we have 

about this crash. 
Sgt Cooney. Harrow Field  

looking towards Rectory Corner. 
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‘From the Archives’   
 

THE Archives Group has plans this year to really make strides in        
cataloguing and depositing some of the many documents that are                 

currently held in the village. If you would like to help with this  
interesting work we would really welcome some support. Happily there 

has been an offer to help with the sadly neglected web-site, so hopefully 
there will be new photos and articles appearing soon. 

If you have any photos or documents about the village please will you 
consider loaning them to the Archives Group to copy? We hope that what 

we save today will be of interest in years to come. 
 

A sad little snippet from the Ipswich Journal on 13th February 1768: 

“On Saturday last a melancholy accident happened at Lawshall, two lads, sons 

of Lawshall farmers were out shooting, as one was uncocking his gun his 

thumb slipped and the firepiece went off, his unfortunate companion received 

the complete charge in the breast, he died on the spot. They had both been 

very intimate and great harmony always existed between them.” 
 

The photo below is, I think, one of  my favourites, thatched roofs, yew tree and elm trees 
in the background. I presume you all know where this is? Life was much slower in the 

1940’s, no time now to go round signposts in the middle of  roads! 

  

 

Elizabeth Clarke – Lawshall Archives Group/Local History  
Recorder  01284 827275 
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The Churchwardens book has entries to 

1923. It includes: May 1837 - paid to 

Robert Death Jun. for a days work and                   

expenses to Ballingdon for his sister 2s 6d.

(For younger readers this is 2 shillings and 

6 pence)  

The most usual expenses were for bread 

and wine for church festivals, washing the 

surplices and clothes, paying the singers 

and ringers, gravel for the churchyard and 

dressing the church for festivals. In 1849 

Mr Abbott was paid £5/11/5 for repairing 

the lead on the roof. Mr John Wiffin was 

paid £2 for the use of his Coal House for 3 

months in a year for 3 years. The kindling 

for the church stoves cost 5 shillings.   The  

records also give details of individual              

giving to the church and in 1909 Lord de 

Saumarez gave £5 and Captain Kelso gave 

£28. In 1939 the principle landowner gave 

4d in the £ on the value of their land and 

this raised £12/18/8. 

Elizabeth Clarke – Lawshall Archives Group/Local History  
Recorder  01284 827275 

www.onesuffolk.co.uk/LawshallArchivesGroup 

 

From the Archives …… 
 

IT always amazes me how memorabilia keeps turning up and the             
latest is a very precious Churchwardens Book dated 1828. It is full of                        
wonderful entries, many of which would make fascinating research.            
Of course this book will soon be deposited in the Record Office where 
it will be available for anyone to look at.  The good news for the                        
Archives Group is that the Archivist and Collections Manager will be 
visiting the village this month to give advice about the way we can 
catalogue and hand over many of documents that are currently held in 
the village. Since last month we have had another offer of help so I am 
hopeful that we will make some process this year.   

 

For those who were not sure the photo last month was of Rectory Corner.  
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‘From the Archives’   
 

THIS month I have bought some memorabilia on eBay and have had a 1890s photo sent by email.  The 
different ways one can source information these days is a sure sign of changing times! The photo 
comes from Adam Warren, in Southampton and it shows one of his ancestors, William Isaac Warren,  
in the middle of the group. This photo was taken at Shrub Farm, on the Cockfield side of the village. 
The other document needs some research and maybe some of the older residents will be able to give 
me information about Captain Collins; the only thing I know is that he was at Dales Egg Farm, Melford 
Road, in the 1920s. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elizabeth Clarke  
 

Lawshall Archives Group/Local History Recorder   
 

01284 827275 
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‘From the Archives’   
 

I HAVE often wondered how various places in the village got their names. We have 
lanes called Golden, Donkey and Lambs. Also names of fields and areas like the 
greens named Harrow, Harts and Hibbs. Recently a name 
popped up on the internet that may shed some light on the   
naming of Kelso Place.  
 

The photo shows Commander Edward Barrington Purvis  
Kelso, R.N., who was one of the oldest officers of his rank                 
on the retired list of the navy.  He died at Horkesley Park             
but was buried at Lawshall in c.1924; the fact that he was               
the  only child and heiress of Barrington Purvis, of Beccles,            
Suffolk, and Purvis Hall, Essex may give a clue to his resting 
place at Lawshall. There is a record of  Amy Purvis who died in 1815 who was married 
to Nathaniel Colville who was Rector of Lawshall in the early 1800s. Also Frances  
Purvis was buried at Lawshall in 1857 and her husband was Edward Kelso of 
Horkesley Park.  
 

Like other family members I would love to know why the Kelso family vault should be 
located in Lawshall. There is some suggestion that some land was owned by the             
Purvis family and we have the Charity that was set up by Barrington Kelso in his will. 
Apparently it was known as the Edward Barrington Purvis Kelso charity for poor                
widows. Does any one fancy a spot of research? It would be good to have more                
information about this family link with the village. 

 
 
 

The plinth between the  
two crosses which has  

lost its cross is the  
memorial to Barrington 

Kelso, I have yet to locate 
Frances’ memorial. 

  

Elizabeth Clarke – Lawshall Archives Group/Local History  
Recorder  01284 827275 
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